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PRESS RELEASE 
 

Leading Nordic operator expands order 
for IP solutions from Tilgin 
 
Stockholm, Sweden, 21 October 2008: Tilgin, a leading provider of 
solutions for multiplay and next-generation broadband services, today 
announces a new order from one of its larger clients, a leading Nordic 
telecom operator. Tilgin’s solution enables the operator to continue rolling 
out IP services based on Tilgin’s IP technology. 
 
This new order of 1,6 MUSD will see Tilgin’s Vood 322 IP residential gateways and 
Tilgin’s service and device management software VCM, deployed in Swedish 
households. This new order is a positive development of the continuous relationship 
Tilgin has with its client and an important step in realizing the potential of the 
deployment volumes and geographic spread also in 2009.  
 
In the series of orders from this operator Tilgin is providing customized software to 
meet the operator’s specific requirements and allowing it to communicate, in a 
plug-and-play manner, with its subscribers. This customized solution decreases the 
operational costs and need for costly support and helpdesk assistance. 
 
“This latest order and continuous trust proves both the stability and the flexibility in 
our products and organization in order to provide customized software and meet 
the demands of a market leader”, says Ola Berglund, CEO of Tilgin. “Our IP 
residential gateway solutions are employed by a strong international customer base 
including some of Europe’s leading operators, and this deal confirms our position as 
leaders in the development of managed CPE solutions for PSTN-replacements.” 
 
The Nordic operator has used Tilgin’s Vood 322 IP residential gateways since the 
co-operation started in 2005 as well as Tilgin’s VCM software, a service and device 
management system for remote upgrading, configuring and monitoring customer 
premises equipment. 

― End ― 
 

“Tilgin makes this information public in accordance with the Swedish Securities Exchange Act and/or in accordance with 
the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority.”  
 

For further information: Katrin Buhre, IR Manager,  
Phone: +46 8 572 386 86, E-mail: katrin.buhre@tilgin.com  
 
About Tilgin  
Tilgin designs and delivers operator managed intelligent service node products and solutions that service-connect the broadband home. 
Supporting the full convergence of voice, video and data, Tilgin takes a network systems approach to customer premises equipment (CPE) 
that enables providers to offer a broad portfolio of personalized and differentiated next-generation broadband services. Tilgin's 
comprehensive product portfolio of Telco Home Gateways, Advanced IP Media Terminals and Service Node Management solutions, offer 
service providers unprecedented return on investment – delivering new service revenues with substantial cost savings over the lifetime of the 
product. Tilgin was founded in 1997 under the name i3 micro technology and is listed on the Stockholm Stock Exchange, Nordic List. It is 
headquartered in Kista, Sweden, with sales offices in France and Germany. www.tilgin.com  


